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New West Virginia Lottery Director Alan Larrick says agency facing
‘unprecedented challenges’
“Certainly, we’re going to do everything in our
power to make our Lottery and our casinos as attractive as they can be,”
state Lottery Director Alan Larrick
said, adding that Lottery staff are looking at legislative proposals to enhance Lottery
revenue to present during the upcoming regular session.

FDJ records a 4.6% increase in sales to €14.3 billion in 2016 and enters third year of
its FDJ 2020 project .

Stéphane Pallez, President and Chief Executive Officer of the FDJ Group said, “the
game sector is continuing its transformation around the world with the introduction of
new games, new generations of customers more accustomed to using digital
technologies, and new meeting ground with the players. This revolution in games and
betting is a source of opportunities for FDJ, the second-largest lottery company in
Europe, committed to the completion of its FDJ 2020 project. The sales growth recorded
in 2016 will enable us to continue FDJ’s digital transformation in optimum conditions, in
line with the Group’s responsible business model. In 2017, FDJ will develop its
dimension as a group, notably by merging its headquarters and several subsidiaries
into a new site. FDJ will also strengthen the identity of the FDJ brand and its appeal in
terms of entertainment and commitment values.”
NOVOMATIC Lottery Solutions wins seven year contract with Estonia’s Eesti Loto to
provide central system and player account management solutions
- “The NLS omni-channel solution gives Eesti Loto the ability to create an entirely new
player experience by breaking down the barriers that used to exist between channels,”
said
Frank Cecchini, NLS Managing Director & CEO.
Poker and Daily Fantasy Sports Get Skill Game Classifications
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Casino mogul Steve Wynn tapped for top Republican finance post
Larrick gets started at Lottery
Nevada casinos win $11.3 billion in 2016, up from 2015 take
Casino mogul Adelson pulls out of Las Vegas stadium deal: media
Nevada awaits Supreme Court ruling on sports betting
New West Virginia Lottery Director Alan Larrick says agency facing
‘unprecedented challenges’
Lawrence Levy to lead Novomatic’s global sales
Lottery bill clears Mississippi House panel
Mark Knighton, former Chief Sales Officer, Svenska Spel, joins Pro-Lite, Inc.
FDJ records a 4.6% increase in sales to €14.3 billion in 2016 and enters third
year of its FDJ 2020 project
RFP: Pennsylvania Lottery Consultant Instant And Online Rfq Service
Invitation: Kambi Group plc's fourth quarter 2016 result
JCM Global’s iVIZION®, GEN2 U™ Set Sail on Gauselmann’s Casino on the Ship
MV Zenith
Morning Report January 30, 2017
NOVOMATIC Lottery Solutions wins seven year contract with Estonia’s Eesti
Loto to provide central system and player account management solutions
British Columbia Responsible Gambling Council
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